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Boosting the Confidence of your
stakeholders in your SACCO
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Our Consortium is made up
of medium practices with
experienced partners and
team members and CLOSE
NIT TEAMS DEVOID OF
BUREAUCRACIES.
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Combining insight and innovation from
multiple disciplines and industries, we help
organizations excel no matter what they do
and where they are in the region.

Why we serve the SACCO
Industry

About JM Associates LLP
JM Associates is a firm established to
provide professional and quality services to
small and medium enterprises in the areas of
audit, advisory and tax.

In the recent past, SACCOs have risen from
being rural-based financial institutions to
organizations with loan books translating
into billions of shillings. SACCOs have played
an important role in uplifting lives of Kenyans
through financial inclusion. The vision 2030
blue print in Kenya recognizes SACCO
societies as important players in deepening
financial access to mobilize savings for
investments in enterprises and personal
development.

Our services are tailor-made to the specific
needs of the business to enable our clients
make informed financial decisions, making
their businesses more profitable.
Combining insight and innovation from
multiple disciplines and industries, we help
organizations excel no matter what they
do and where they are in the region. We
examine opportunities and challenges from
every angle to make our clients better at
what they do. Through this approach we
help businesses uncover opportunities and
manage risks in ways that help management
create more value every step of the way.

The SACCO business, like the banking
business thrives on trust and confidence of
the depositors and investors. The growth
of SACCOs shows how important they are
in providing affordable financial services to
Kenyans. Regardless of Kenya’s economic
status, SACCOs have made access to savings
and credit easier, for both house hold and
enterprise development.

JM Associates in Kenya has more than
30 professional accountants and over 20
independent consultants. JM Associates
is a member of ANTEA, an international
association of independent firms offering
auditing, consulting, tax and legal advice.
ANTEA has representatives in 70 countries
and more than 250 offices worldwide.

OUTSOURCED
ACCOUNTING

& FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES

JM Associates LLP is a brand that delivers
quality audit, tax and advisory services
to ensure organisation’s growth and
sustainability. The firm has made deliberate
efforts to support organisations in their
growth objectives. This is why the firm has
developed specific solutions for SACCOs to
enhance stakeholder confidence in them and
to ensure their growth and sustainability.
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Solutions we offer to SACCOs

An external auditor provides an impartiality
that the in-house team cannot.

1.

Audit and Assurance

Inhouse internal auditors can sometimes be
personally invested in the outcome of their findings.
Independent auditors are usually more objective as
they have less fear for repercussions and therefore
more bond to present candid reports.

i. External Audit Services
The current business landscape exists within
a tougher regulatory climate for SACCOs. An
external audit provides an impartiality that the
in-house team cannot. This absence of bias is
hugely important for reinforcing the credibility of a
SACCO’s financial statements and general financial
health. Such credibility is a significant propeller of
SACCO growth as it enhances the confidence the
stakeholders have in the SACCO; more so during
these times when SACCOs have been challenged
and are being pushed to high standards of
governance and management.

JM Associates appreciates the critical role internal
audit plays in providing vital assurance to the board,
management, members and other stakeholders
of the SACCO. Our internal audit approach and
methodology is risk and technology based
involving a thorough review and analysis of the key
operations in the SACCO. We continuously work with
the Audit committee to strengthen their capacity
to discharge their oversight duties. We apply our
independent lens and expertise towards analyzing
and articulating what the current, future and other
emerging risks mean to the SACCO its risk appetite
and overall strategy.

JM Associates’ approach to audit of SACCOs revolve
around acquiring an in-depth understanding of the
SACCOs operations, its members and its operating
environment. With this understanding the aim of
our external audit is not only to give an opinion
on the truthfulness and fairness of the financial
statements, but also provide useful insights to the
board and management on improvements that will
make the SACCO better in all aspects.

The value of our internal audit approach is that it
enables us to advice the board and management
on how increasingly fluid risks within the SACCO’s
core risk taxonomy are changing. This is in view
of the growing political, regulatory, economic and
technological volatility. Such value can only be
provided by an agile risk and compliance team that
JM associates employs.

Alongside our external audit we offer a number of
value addition services including, systems review,
advisory of IFRS and tax advisories.

iii. System Audit
Like most other financial institutions and
organization at large. Technology has become an
inevitable component in SACCO operations. It has
made life easier, opened new avenues for increasing
revenue and customer engagement and brought in
huge benefits and opportunities. With this however,
it has increased the risk to the financial systems and
safety of their assets.

ii. Internal Audit
Generally, Internal audit is designed to add value and
improve an organisation’s operations. IA helps an
organisation accomplish its objectives by bringing
a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and
improve the effectiveness of governance, riskmanagement, and control processes.
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Solutions we offer to SACCOs

Like most other financial institutions and
organization at large. Technology has become
an inevitable component in SACCO operations

Today’s SACCO Management has the ever-present
headache of dealing with Cyber-security risks
as well as determining the SACCO’s exposure
to emerging risks from the digital and financial
technology companies, services, inhouse staff and
external techies that are changing the economic
environment.

Our forensic audit report will not only include
the financial loses but bring in to light other
aspects including consequential losses, legal and
investigation costs, regulatory fines, management
time among others. We make recommendations
that go beyond advising on how to close the
loopholes but also cover fraud deterrence and
prevention, fraud detection and investigation in
other areas that we determine to be prone to fraud.

JM Associates employs an innovative techy savvy
team and works in partnership with external
systems experts and developers to undertake a
comprehensive systems audit. We carry out end to
end tests of the both the hardware and software
used by the SACCO. We carry out a thorough
scrutiny on the entire Technology lifecycle and
provide a report that ranks and assigns monetary
values to the risk exposures so the SACCO can
easily prioritize the changes it must make to its
information systems and mitigate losses.

2.

Risk management is an important business practice
that helps businesses identify, evaluate, track,
and mitigate the risks present in the business
environment. Risk management is practiced by the
business of all sizes and in various industries.
JM Associates provides end to end risk management
solutions that will enable the SACCO to always be
aware of its risks exposures and therefore employ
mitigation measures in all aspects of its operations.
Having a proper risk management framework
further enhances the confidence in the SACCO. It
safeguards the SACCOS growth and sustainability
as risk exposures can be very costly to the SACCO
eroding gains achieved over so many years.

iv. Forensic Audit
Even the best laid internal control systems and
fraud-proofing mechanisms cannot completely
eliminate the possibilities of a fraud happening. It is
impossible for organization to completely eliminate
fraud. What is important though is the process the
SACCO undertakes to unearth and deter fraud and
the factors that lead to it.
JM Associates employs a team of expert fraud
detection specialists to undertake a forensic audit
as quickly as possible. The team is composed of
multidisciplinary experts of financial, information
and behavioral scientists. The team, while working
to quickly detect the fraud and its magnitude, also
ensures that they dig deep into the root cause and
advise the SACCO on the best ways to remedy the
various weaknesses and exposures.
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Risk Management
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having a PROPER RISK
MANAGEMENT framework
further enhances the
confidence in the SACCO
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Solutions we offer to SACCOs

Continuous monitoring of the SACCO’s performance
through insights derived from the financial ratios
will enable the SACCO to respond proactively to the
changing trends and opportunities posed.

3.

Financial Analysis

1. Carrying out various reconciliations
2. Re-drafting of financial statements

Financial ratios reveal insights regarding profitability,
liquidity, operational efficiency, and solvency of the
SACCO. These are very important parameters that
provide pertinent information that will enable the
SACCO to make prudent decisions especially on
lending, spending and cash flow management. This
information also helps the SACCOs in benchmarking
with other SACCOs and financial institutions and
thus choosing a competitive position in the market.

5.

Our Financial analysts use current technological
tools to analysis SACCO’s financial data and use
the results to provide insights that will enable
SACCO’s board and management to make better
informed decisions and to justify such decisions
to the members. Continuous monitoring of the
SACCOs performance through insights derived
from the financial ratios will enable the SACCOs to
respond proactively to the changing trends and
opportunities posed.

JM associates has a full-time tax team that is
constantly monitoring the changes that are
happening the areas of tax. We help SACCOs to
make the best out of the tax saving opportunities
and to ensure that remain compliant with the
tax Laws. We employ a hands-on approach to tax
management to ensure such goals are achieved.

3. Asset verification

Tax Compliance and Tax saving are the most
prominent goals for tax management for every
organization. Tax laws and provisions keep changing
to the extend it may become difficult to track all the
changes and implications to the SACCO.

6.

We recommend that every SACCO undertake
regular analysis not only annually to keep abreast
with every changing social economic and political
environment.

4.

JM Associates also handles various short-term
assignments aimed at enhancing the integrity of
the SACCOs financial records, correcting errors or
reconciling information.

We help SACCOs to align their financial reports
with the IFRSs and to also keep abreast with the
changing standards and their applications. Some
of the recent standards including IFRS 9, 16 and
17, require modelling and tailored applications. Our
team of experienced financial modelling experts
help SACCOs to develop the correct models and
justify the parameters used.

We provide ad hoc accounting and bookkeeping
services including but not limited to;

FOR GROWTH & SUSTAINABILITY

Advisory on International
Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS) Application and
Modelling

In preparation of Financial Statements, adherence
to the IFRS is very important in ensuring that the
financial statements of the SACCO are trustworthy.
Trust enhances positive growth for the SACCO and
builds strong brand.

Ad hoc Accounting and
Bookkeeping Services

SACCO
PARTNERSHIP

Tax Management
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we recommend that every SACCO
undertake regular analysis to keep abreast
with every changing social economic and
political environment.
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OUR KEY TECHNICAL EXPERTS
John has over 18 years’ experience in Strategic Finance, Audit, Tax and
Accountancy as a result of the various positions he has held over the years
in both private and publicsector organizations. He has a good grasp of
the various legislative, tax mechanisms and country specific regulatory
requirements having headed assignments in Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania,
Rwanda, Ghana and Mauritius.

CPA/FA JOHN MWANGI PGDM, PGDFM
Managing Partner
E. mwangi@jmassociates.co.ke

John qualification include B.A, CPA (K); Certified Financial Analyst (FA),
Higher Dip Management; Diploma in Mgt. John is currently pursuing
MastersIn Financial Management and ACA Qualification.
John is a member of Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Kenya
(ICPAK) and Institute of Certified Analysts of Kenya(ICIFA)
Gordon has over 18 years’ post qualification experience in audit, assurance
and accounting work as a result of his responsibility for a wide variety of
clients including managing assignments within Strategy and operation,
outsourced accounting, external and internal audits in financial services,
hedge funds, donor-funded, manufacturing, utilities and services institutions
in the Eastern Africa, United States, British Virgin Islands, Bahamas, Cayman
Islands and United Kingdom. Gordon has worked with Deloitte East Africa,
Deloitte Americas and EY Americas.

CPA GORDON OITO MBA, CISA
Senior Partner
E. gordon.oito@jmassociates.co.ke

Gordon qualification include an MBA Focused on Strategic Management;
B.Com; CPA and CISA.
Gordon is a member of Information Systems Audit and Control Association
(ISACA) and Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Kenya (ICPAK).
Samuel has over 10 years’ experience in various areas of Finance and
Accounting, Audit, Operations management, Cost Accounting, Supply
Chain Logistics and Procurement as various positions he has held over the
years in both private and publicsector organizations.

SAMUEL KIBE GITAU BBA
Head of Outsourced Services
E. skibe@jmassociates.co.ke

Samuel is a graduate of Maseno University with a Bachelor of Business
Administration Degree and currently pursuing a Master’s in Commerce from
Strathmore School of Business and is a CPA finalist.

Cyprian is currently an Audit and Accounting Manager at JM Associates.
He has over 9 years’ post qualification experience in audit, assurance and
accounting work as a result of his responsibility for a wide variety of clients
including outsourced accounting, external and internal audits in both
private and public sector organizations.
Cyprian qualification include B Com (Finance Option) and Institute of
Certified Public Accountants of Kenya (ICPAK).
CPA CYPRIAN MAINA
Accounting Manager
E. cyprianmaina@jmassociates.co.ke

CPA Samuel Ndung’u Njiraini is the Audit Manager at JM Associates. He has
over 10 years’ experience in areas of External & Internal Audit, Advisory, Tax
and Accounting from the various positions he has held over the years in
various private organizations.

CPA SAMUEL NDUNGU NJIRAINI
Head of Audit
E. snjiraini@jmassociates.co.ke
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During his career, he has been able to work and handle assignments from
various sectors including IT, Retail, Manufacturing and Logistics companies,
and Not for profit Organizations. He has worked in various East African
countries including Uganda, Tanzania and Rwanda.
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The Firm has under gone
through the Institute’s
Review on the various
internal quality controls and
processes within the firm.
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Why our clients choose our services

1

3

2

We set client
objectives that will
enable us to satisfy
& exceed your
expectations

We fully understand
your needs & service
requirements
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We provide
management with
valuable insights on the
current conditions of the
business & meaningful
suggestions for
improvement

We execute the service
plan, in a manner that
ensures commitments are
met, potential problems
are anticipated and
surprises are avoided

Our Global Presence within Antea Alliance

Colombia, Costa Rica, Cyprus, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Guatemala,
Honduras, India, Indonesia, Israel, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Luxembourg, Malasya, Malta, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Singapore, Spain, Switzerland,
The Netherlands, Tunisia, Turkey, UAE, Ukraine, United Kingdom, Uruguay, USA, Venezuela.

3rd Floor Westlands Arcade,
P.O. Box 23598-00625
Tel: 020 434 3223 Cell: 0733 818 835
Email: info@jmassociates.co.ke
www.jmassociates.co.ke
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